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Abstract

On the basis of microscopical analyses of the ®ber distribution and longitudinal shear deformation in unidirectional ®ber com-

posites, a simple approach is presented for characterizing the interfacial shear strength and fracture toughness. # 2000 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The ®ber/matrix interfacial mechanical properties,
especially the interfacial shear strength and fracture
toughness, in¯uence the macroscopic properties of
composite materials and they have attracted much
attention. In 1993, a round-robin program [1] was
undertaken to investigate testing methods of measuring
the interfacial shear strength. The four commonly used
methods, i.e. single-®ber pull-out, microdebonding,
fragmentation, and micro-indentation tests, were selec-
ted. The results show a high level of scatter, and the
existing methods are not therefore very reliable: a new
method needs to be developed.
There are several test methods for evaluating the

interfacial fracture toughness of the bi-material inter-
face [2]. To evaluate the interfacial fracture properties of
the ®ber/matrix interface, the most pertinent method is
the single-®ber pull-out test of the concentrated axi-
symmetric model [3]. This method is simple in principle.
However, since the ®ber is so thin, many factors a�ect
the accuracy of the results and the embedded length and
the free length of the ®ber are di�cult to measure
exactly, so the results show a large scatter [4]. On the
basis of microscopical analysis of the ®ber distribution
and shear deformation, the present author proposes a
new method for characterizing the interfacial bond

strength and fracture toughness, which is easy to per-
form and results in reasonable predictions.

2. Microscopical geometric analysis of ®ber
distributions in unidirectional composites

Assuming the ®bers are distributed hexagonally,
through a simple geometrical analysis the following
relationship is obtained:
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where �f is the volume fraction of the ®ber, s is the dis-
tance between two ®bers, and r is ®ber radius. For
square distribution of the ®bers, Eq. (1) changes to:
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The distance between the centers of two ®bers is:
S � 2r� s.
Because the ®ber modulus is much larger than that of

the matrix, i.e. the modulus of glass ®ber is larger than
that of epoxy by an order of magnitude, when the
composite undergoes a longitudinal shear deformation,
the ®ber modulus can be assumed to be in®nitely large
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and the shear deformation is all caused by the matrix.
Thus, the average shear strain is given as:

av � �u

s� 2r
�3�

where �u is the di�erence between the longitudinal dis-
placement of the centers of the two adjacent ®bers in the
through-thickness direction, i.e. �u � u02 ÿ u01 (Fig. 1).
In the matrix, the maximum shear strain takes place at
the location where the separation distance of the two
®bers is the shortest, as shown by A1A2 in Fig. 1. Thus
the maximum shear strain in the matrix is given as:

max � �u

s
�4�

Consequently, the relationship between the average
shear strain of the composite and the maximum strain
in matrix is derived as:

av
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� s

s� 2r
�5�

3. Measurement of the interfacial shear strength

The method of measuring the interlaminar shear
strength by the short-beam bending test has been well
documented. The interlaminar shear stress (ILSS) in the
short-beam bending test is given as:

�il � 3p

4bh
�6�

where p is bending load, b is width, and h is thickness of
the beam. The ILSS (�il) in Eq. (6) is that in the middle
surface of the beam, and it is the apparent average
stress. According to Eq. (3), we have:

�il � G13cav � G13c
�u

s� 2r
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where G13c is the principal (longitudinal-transverse)
shear modulus of the composite, and subscripts 1 and 3
refer to ®ber direction and transverse direction, respec-
tively (Fig. 1). The maximum shear stress in the matrix
is:

�max � Gmmax � Gm
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Consequently,
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Thus, after measurement of the interlaminar shear
strength, �cil, from Eq. (9) the shear strength of the inter-
face (or matrix) can be obtained. If the shear strength of
the matrix is larger than that of the interface, Eq. (9)
gives the interfacial shear strength, otherwise it is matrix
strength.
The shear modulus, G13c, of unidirectional ®ber com-

posites can be determined by the role of mixtures. How-
ever, the following formula yields better predictions [5]:

G13c � Gm

1ÿ ����
�f
p �1ÿ Gm=G13f� �10�

Taking glass-®ber-reinforced low-modulus epoxy as
an example, the matrix modulus is, Gm � 0:77 GPa, the
modulus of glass ®ber, G13f � 30 GPa, and we assume
that �f � 0:6. Thus Eq. (9) gives �max � 1:31�il. Com-
pared with the experimental results of [6], this proved
to be a good prediction.

4. Measurement of interfacial fracture toughness

The end-notched-beam ¯exure (ENF) test is a com-
monly used method for the evaluation of interlaminar
shear (mode II) fracture toughness, GII

c . The formula is
given as [7]:

Gc
II �

9a2p2c
b2h3E11

�11�

where E11 is longitudinal modulus, pc is fracture load of
the ENF test, a is crack length b is width, and h is a half
of the thickness of the beam. Considering the shear
e�ect the expression is modi®ed to be [7]:Fig. 1. Hexagonal ®ber distribution and interfacial crack.
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The critical stress intensity factor is given as:

Kc
II � �c��a�1=2H �12�

where �c is the apparent fracture shear stress determined
by (6) and
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where the parameters in the above expression are shown
in Fig. 2. From fracture mechanics, we have:
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where Sij is compliance tensor of the composite, and 1, 3
indicate longitudinal and through thickness directions,
respectively.
For unidirectional ®ber composites, the fracture sur-

face of the interlaminar crack is microscopically uneven.
The interfacial crack surface of the ®ber/matrix is a
partial cylindrical (or circle arc) surface and they are
linked by matrix cracks. The lengths of the matrix crack
and of the interfacial crack are determined by the di�er-
ence of the matrix strength and interfacial strength. Higher
strength leads to shorter crack length. The simplest
situation is that the matrix crack is a tangent to inter-
facial cracks of the adjacent ®bers (see Fig. 1 for the
hexagonal distribution). From the geometry of Fig. 1,
the lengths of the two cracks can be calculated.
The length of a half interfacial crack is:
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�
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where the angle � is determined by:

cosÿ1 � � r

r� s=2
�15�

The length of a half matrix crack lm is:

lm � r tan��� �16�

For �f=0.6, it is obtained that li=0.43r and
lm=0.71r.
The interlaminar fracture toughness of composite,

Gc
II, consists of two parts: contributions of matrix crack

and interfacial crack. According to the rule of mixtures,
we have:
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where GII
i is the critical strain-energy release rate (frac-

ture toughness) for interfacial fracture. Gm
II is critical

strain-energy release rate of the matrix. After GII
c is

measured by the ENF test and GII
m is known from

handbooks of materials properties. GII
i can be calculated

from (17). As an example, a T300 carbon ®ber rein-
forced XU292 resin composite is considered. From the
handbook, it is known that the fracture toughness of
the resin XU292 is: Gm

II � 210:0 J=m2 (1.2 inÿlb/in). The
measured data give Gc

II � 1:48 kJ/m2; thus, Eq. (17)
gives Gi

II � 3:57 kJ/m2. It is easy to see that the inter-
facial debonding crack absorbs more energy than the
matrix crack. This is why ®ber composites possesses
much larger fracture toughness than matrix.
The above discussion is given for the case of a hex-

agonal distribution of the ®bers. For the square ®bre
distribution, longer interfacial cracks may be expected if
the interfacial strength is smaller than that of the
matrix. In the limit, it is assumed that li � �

2 r and
lm � s

2 � 0:288r, and we obtain Gi
II � 1:71 kJ/m2, which

is approximately equal to Gc
II.

Furthermore, this method can also be used to evalu-
ate the Mode I fracture toughness for interfacial crack-
ing by using delamination fracture tests. For example,
one can use the double-cantilever bend (DCB) test to
measure Mode I fracture toughness GIc of composites.
From Eq. (17), the interfacial fracture toughness can be
estimated. If one carries out mixed-mode bending
(MMB) tests [8], then the mixed-mode fracture tough-
ness can also be obtained.

5. Conclusions

A simple method is presented for evaluating the
interfacial strength and fracture toughness of ®ber
composites. In principle, this method cannot produce
exact experimental values. However, it is simple and able
to obtain reasonable estimation, especially, for the case
that di�erences between the interfacial strength and
fracture toughness and those of the matrix are not too
large.Fig. 2. Schematic showing ENF specimen.
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